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粗野で狡賢い 冷血漢の兄 チャーリー ふだんは心優しいけれど キレると大変なことになる弟 イーライ 悪名とどろく凄腕の殺し屋シスターズ兄弟は 雇い主の 提督 に命じられるまま ある山師を
消しにカリフォルニアへと旅立つ 理由はよくわからぬまま ゴールドラッシュに沸く狂乱のアメリカ西海岸 シスターズ兄弟は この目も当てられないダメな旅路で 何に出遭い 何を得て そして何か
失うのか 小説のあらゆる感情を投入し 世界の読書界に一大旋風を巻き起こした 総督文学賞など四冠制覇 ブッカー賞最終候補作 in common with most ivy compton
burnett novels this 1929 book revolves around the secrets evasions and general awfulness of edwardian
family life many kids spend more time with their brothers and sisters than with any other family member
this engaging book celebrates siblings it introduces the many kinds of siblings a kid can have such as
adopted siblings and half siblings at least one sibling in each family shown in this book has a disability
and like all siblings they play squablle and work together to solve their differences a black woman banker
is torn between her ambition to succeed professionally and her loyalty to other blacks the protagonist is
esther jackson operations manager for a downtown los angeles bank the events take place in the
aftermath of the rodney king riots by the author of your blues ain t like mine in text and color
photographs children tell what it is like to have brothers and sisters they talk about the difficulties as well
as the rewards of sibling relationships this title teaches readers that all families are different and that
some families include brothers and sisters a family tree shows readers how people in families are related
to each other growing up we typically spend more time with our brothers and sisters than we do with our
parents in an age of divorce mobility and alienation the sibling bond is often the only one that really lasts
given that brothers and sisters are such a fundamental aspect of human existence it is remarkable that
they have received so little in depth attention in the field of psychology henry abramovitch s brothers
and sisters explores the tension between the myth and reality of brothers and sisters in a variety of
cultures and through the poignant brother sister stories in the bible abramovitch looks at the
developmental sequence in the sibling relationship as brothers or sisters struggle to find their place with
each other concluding with a very personal account of his own relationship with his brother and sister
brothers and sisters can be dear can be company can bring cheer can start arguments can make noise
can cause tears can break toys brothers and brothers sisters and sisters brothers and sisters full half step
old and young close in age and far apart the bond between all siblings is powerful and special celebrate
the love of brothers and sisters everywhere with award winning author eloise greenfield in this poignant
collection of poems for and about families illustrated by renowned artist jan spivey gilchrist in pen and
ink and vibrant watercolor presents a children s story about the different things that brothers and sisters
do that can be annoying as well as amusing explains what to do and what not to do in order to get along
with brothers and sisters drawing on the insights of alfred adler and others atkins examines the varying
dynamics of warm and cool families and shows how siblings tutored each other in friendship authority
cooperation and competition dependence and independence book jacket after their mother caitlin
delacey is shot maggie and her brothers and sisters return home to investigate her mysterious death and
discover piece by piece the terrible truths each one has hidden about her from the others a look at how
to get along with brothers and sisters in the bestselling tradition of the family of man between brothers
and sisters presents a rich and revealing portrait of siblings young and old 200 black and white photos
fourteen stories explore the emotional aspects of sibling relationships love hate rivalry and reconciliation
among brothers and sisters original kin makes a stirring and provocative case for our need for and our
capacity to develop sustaining emotional ties with our sisters and brothers throughout our lives nomusa
daughter of a zulu chief loves to help care for her little brothers and sisters however her dearest wish is
to accompany the men and boys of the tribe on the annual animal hunt explores sibling rivalry through
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interviews and first hand accounts examining its causes manifestations and cures real life stories from
teenagers about interacting with siblings whether blood adopted foster or step enter the complex world
of the walkers and explore what it means to be a family in the 21st century though they live very
different and conflicting lives the walkers find unity under the family roof relationships bend but never
break as they strive to find their own identities and embrace each other s differences get caught up in
one of television s most reflective and sophisticated dramas calista flockhart sally field rachel griffi ths
ron rifkin balthazar getty and patricia wettig lead a stellar cast in the critically acclaimed hit brothers
sisters experience every episode of season one including exclusive in depth bonus material in this six
disc dvd set brothers and sisters are so much a part of our lives that we can overlook their importance
even scholars of the family tend to forget siblings focusing instead on marriage and parent child relations
based on a wealth of family papers period images and popular literature this is the first book devoted to
the broad history of sibling relations spanning the long period of transition from early to modern america
illuminating the evolution of the modern family system siblings shows how brothers and sisters have
helped each other in the face of the dramatic political economic and cultural changes of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries the book reveals that in colonial america sibling relations offered an egalitarian
space to soften the challenges of the larger patriarchal family and society while after the revolution in
antebellum america sibling relations provided order and authority in a more democratic nation moreover
hemphill explains that siblings serve as the bridge between generations brothers and sisters grow up in a
shared family culture influenced by their parents but they are different from their parents in being part of
the next generation responding to new economic and political conditions they form and influence their
own families but their continuing relationships with brothers and sisters serve as a link to the past
siblings thus experience and promote the new but share the comforting context of the old indeed in all
races siblings function as humanity s shock absorbers as well as valued kin and keepers of memory this
wide ranging book offers a new understanding of the relationship between families and history in an
evolving world it is also a timely reminder of the role our siblings play in our own lives this ground
breaking work lays the foundation for a new psychological perspective on the brother sister relationship
lara newton explores the psychological meaning of the brother sister connection in all its variety both
externally in the world of interpersonal and cultural relationships and internally in the relationship
between conscious and unconscious masculine and feminine working with brothers and sisters in
fairytales myths and true life stories the author describes a psychological experience of union with and
faith in one s own inner life which evolves when we face the challenge of integrating the archetypal
brother sister pair because we focus so automatically on child parent relationships we frequently miss
the developmental character building and life sustaining significance of brother sister bonds this book
corrects this oversight and provides us with a rare opportunity to understand in deeper ways the mystery
of human relationship and the redeeming joy of companionship this is a reproduction of the original
artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this allows us to preserve
the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are
generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re
happy to make these classics available again for future generations to enjoy sibling rivalry will never look
the same again in this fascinating collection of true stories a woman who gave birth to a baby for her
sister brothers who fought each other in the supreme court over the family farm two sisters who survived
auschwitz together one convincing the other to choose life over death a famous actress and her not so
famous sister five loving siblings of whom four are adopted from different racial backgrounds these are
some of the brothers and sisters who illustrate the high high drama and low comedy of sibling
relationships in revealing interviews with author joan sauers the nature and causes of sibling rivalry as
well as the sibling bond are explored in this fascinating collection of true stories as unusual and as varied
as they are however these relationships are also in many ways universal even the experience of being an
only child is illuminated sauers also provides an opportunity for the reader to discover more about his or
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her own sibling relationships with a tear out questionnaire sometimes sad often hysterically funny
brothers and sisters is a book for everyone and especially for those who still have argument examines
one of the most influential human bonds by detailing personal accounts of sibling relationships and
setting them against the analytic views of psychologists and family therapists 90 brothers and sisters
could be one of the funniest and saddest books you have ever read two idealistic young people from
chicago move into a remote appalachian area of kentucky in the 1930 s and end up with a family of
nearly 100 children and not a cent to their names told from the astonished and sometimes indignant
viewpoint of their only biological child this rollicking tale has so much heartwarming goodness and
chilling danger built into the plot that what began as a novel turned into a documentary because it was
too unbelievable originally published by harper and row in 1978 this book is now going on line for a new
generation of readers a lifetime of rich experience gives lenore de pree s writing texture and depth born
in chicago raised in the appalachian mountain region of kentucky where this story takes place then going
on with husband gordon to spend twenty years in hong kong and ten years in saudi arabia lenore has
looked deep into human nature culture and the many definitions of love mother of four children and
grandmother of five lenore now lives in the mountains of north carolina where she and gordon share a
love of art and design describes different kinds of sisters and brothers and how they relate to each other
your brother or sister it might be said is your other self your grander sadder braver shrewder uglier
slenderer self a girl sneaks into her brothers rooms to go through their pockets while theyre out a man
boards a plane to go to his brothers funeral another mans brother comes home from jail a young woman
watches her sister embrace looking at the different relationships people have with their brothers and
sisters and how to build on these relationships and keep them strong a collection of poems in celebration
of siblings explores various aspects of sibling relationships including how rivalry birth order and growing
up affect how siblings interact with each other offers insights and examples and sturdy practical proven
tools for helping newly configured families prepare accept react and mobilize to become a new and
different family meeting the practical physical and emotional needs of all its members these well
prepared and supported families are the ones who thrive sibling relationships and rivalry are as old as
recorded history this analysis explores that ambivalence between siblings casts its shadow throughout
people s lifetimes and affects their choices of mates relationships with their own children and aversions
to others



シスターズ・ブラザーズ 2013-05-15
粗野で狡賢い 冷血漢の兄 チャーリー ふだんは心優しいけれど キレると大変なことになる弟 イーライ 悪名とどろく凄腕の殺し屋シスターズ兄弟は 雇い主の 提督 に命じられるまま ある山師を
消しにカリフォルニアへと旅立つ 理由はよくわからぬまま ゴールドラッシュに沸く狂乱のアメリカ西海岸 シスターズ兄弟は この目も当てられないダメな旅路で 何に出遭い 何を得て そして何か
失うのか 小説のあらゆる感情を投入し 世界の読書界に一大旋風を巻き起こした 総督文学賞など四冠制覇 ブッカー賞最終候補作

Brothers and Sisters 1956
in common with most ivy compton burnett novels this 1929 book revolves around the secrets evasions
and general awfulness of edwardian family life

My Brothers and Sisters 2010-08-15
many kids spend more time with their brothers and sisters than with any other family member this
engaging book celebrates siblings it introduces the many kinds of siblings a kid can have such as
adopted siblings and half siblings

Brothers and Sisters 2005
at least one sibling in each family shown in this book has a disability and like all siblings they play
squablle and work together to solve their differences

Brothers and Sisters 1994
a black woman banker is torn between her ambition to succeed professionally and her loyalty to other
blacks the protagonist is esther jackson operations manager for a downtown los angeles bank the events
take place in the aftermath of the rodney king riots by the author of your blues ain t like mine

Brothers & Sisters 1993
in text and color photographs children tell what it is like to have brothers and sisters they talk about the
difficulties as well as the rewards of sibling relationships

Brothers and Sisters 2021-07-16
this title teaches readers that all families are different and that some families include brothers and sisters
a family tree shows readers how people in families are related to each other

Brothers and Sisters 1961
growing up we typically spend more time with our brothers and sisters than we do with our parents in an
age of divorce mobility and alienation the sibling bond is often the only one that really lasts given that
brothers and sisters are such a fundamental aspect of human existence it is remarkable that they have
received so little in depth attention in the field of psychology henry abramovitch s brothers and sisters
explores the tension between the myth and reality of brothers and sisters in a variety of cultures and
through the poignant brother sister stories in the bible abramovitch looks at the developmental sequence



in the sibling relationship as brothers or sisters struggle to find their place with each other concluding
with a very personal account of his own relationship with his brother and sister

Brothers and Sisters 2014-11-18
brothers and sisters can be dear can be company can bring cheer can start arguments can make noise
can cause tears can break toys brothers and brothers sisters and sisters brothers and sisters full half step
old and young close in age and far apart the bond between all siblings is powerful and special celebrate
the love of brothers and sisters everywhere with award winning author eloise greenfield in this poignant
collection of poems for and about families illustrated by renowned artist jan spivey gilchrist in pen and
ink and vibrant watercolor

Brothers & Sisters 2008-12-23
presents a children s story about the different things that brothers and sisters do that can be annoying as
well as amusing

Brothers and Sisters 2004
explains what to do and what not to do in order to get along with brothers and sisters

Teach Me about Brothers and Sisters 1987
drawing on the insights of alfred adler and others atkins examines the varying dynamics of warm and
cool families and shows how siblings tutored each other in friendship authority cooperation and
competition dependence and independence book jacket

We Grew Up Together 2001
after their mother caitlin delacey is shot maggie and her brothers and sisters return home to investigate
her mysterious death and discover piece by piece the terrible truths each one has hidden about her from
the others

Brothers and Sisters 1987-02-01
a look at how to get along with brothers and sisters

I Love Brothers and Sisters 2019-04
in the bestselling tradition of the family of man between brothers and sisters presents a rich and
revealing portrait of siblings young and old 200 black and white photos

Brothers and Sisters 2010
fourteen stories explore the emotional aspects of sibling relationships



Brothers and Sisters 1987
love hate rivalry and reconciliation among brothers and sisters

Between Brother & Sister 1991-04-01
original kin makes a stirring and provocative case for our need for and our capacity to develop sustaining
emotional ties with our sisters and brothers throughout our lives

Feelings Between Brothers and Sisters 1974
nomusa daughter of a zulu chief loves to help care for her little brothers and sisters however her dearest
wish is to accompany the men and boys of the tribe on the annual animal hunt

Brothers and Sisters 1981-01-01
explores sibling rivalry through interviews and first hand accounts examining its causes manifestations
and cures

Mixed Feelings 1992
real life stories from teenagers about interacting with siblings whether blood adopted foster or step

Original Kin 1995
enter the complex world of the walkers and explore what it means to be a family in the 21st century
though they live very different and conflicting lives the walkers find unity under the family roof
relationships bend but never break as they strive to find their own identities and embrace each other s
differences get caught up in one of television s most reflective and sophisticated dramas calista flockhart
sally field rachel griffi ths ron rifkin balthazar getty and patricia wettig lead a stellar cast in the critically
acclaimed hit brothers sisters experience every episode of season one including exclusive in depth bonus
material in this six disc dvd set

Thirty-One Brothers and Sisters 2012-04
brothers and sisters are so much a part of our lives that we can overlook their importance even scholars
of the family tend to forget siblings focusing instead on marriage and parent child relations based on a
wealth of family papers period images and popular literature this is the first book devoted to the broad
history of sibling relations spanning the long period of transition from early to modern america
illuminating the evolution of the modern family system siblings shows how brothers and sisters have
helped each other in the face of the dramatic political economic and cultural changes of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries the book reveals that in colonial america sibling relations offered an egalitarian
space to soften the challenges of the larger patriarchal family and society while after the revolution in
antebellum america sibling relations provided order and authority in a more democratic nation moreover
hemphill explains that siblings serve as the bridge between generations brothers and sisters grow up in a
shared family culture influenced by their parents but they are different from their parents in being part of



the next generation responding to new economic and political conditions they form and influence their
own families but their continuing relationships with brothers and sisters serve as a link to the past
siblings thus experience and promote the new but share the comforting context of the old indeed in all
races siblings function as humanity s shock absorbers as well as valued kin and keepers of memory this
wide ranging book offers a new understanding of the relationship between families and history in an
evolving world it is also a timely reminder of the role our siblings play in our own lives

Sibling Rivalry 1994
this ground breaking work lays the foundation for a new psychological perspective on the brother sister
relationship lara newton explores the psychological meaning of the brother sister connection in all its
variety both externally in the world of interpersonal and cultural relationships and internally in the
relationship between conscious and unconscious masculine and feminine working with brothers and
sisters in fairytales myths and true life stories the author describes a psychological experience of union
with and faith in one s own inner life which evolves when we face the challenge of integrating the
archetypal brother sister pair because we focus so automatically on child parent relationships we
frequently miss the developmental character building and life sustaining significance of brother sister
bonds this book corrects this oversight and provides us with a rare opportunity to understand in deeper
ways the mystery of human relationship and the redeeming joy of companionship

Sisters and Brothers 2008
this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the
original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since
the original versions are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for future generations to enjoy

Brothers and sisters 2007
sibling rivalry will never look the same again in this fascinating collection of true stories a woman who
gave birth to a baby for her sister brothers who fought each other in the supreme court over the family
farm two sisters who survived auschwitz together one convincing the other to choose life over death a
famous actress and her not so famous sister five loving siblings of whom four are adopted from different
racial backgrounds these are some of the brothers and sisters who illustrate the high high drama and low
comedy of sibling relationships in revealing interviews with author joan sauers the nature and causes of
sibling rivalry as well as the sibling bond are explored in this fascinating collection of true stories as
unusual and as varied as they are however these relationships are also in many ways universal even the
experience of being an only child is illuminated sauers also provides an opportunity for the reader to
discover more about his or her own sibling relationships with a tear out questionnaire sometimes sad
often hysterically funny brothers and sisters is a book for everyone and especially for those who still have
argument

Siblings 2011-08-11
examines one of the most influential human bonds by detailing personal accounts of sibling relationships
and setting them against the analytic views of psychologists and family therapists



Brothers and Sisters 2007-05-15
90 brothers and sisters could be one of the funniest and saddest books you have ever read two idealistic
young people from chicago move into a remote appalachian area of kentucky in the 1930 s and end up
with a family of nearly 100 children and not a cent to their names told from the astonished and
sometimes indignant viewpoint of their only biological child this rollicking tale has so much heartwarming
goodness and chilling danger built into the plot that what began as a novel turned into a documentary
because it was too unbelievable originally published by harper and row in 1978 this book is now going on
line for a new generation of readers a lifetime of rich experience gives lenore de pree s writing texture
and depth born in chicago raised in the appalachian mountain region of kentucky where this story takes
place then going on with husband gordon to spend twenty years in hong kong and ten years in saudi
arabia lenore has looked deep into human nature culture and the many definitions of love mother of four
children and grandmother of five lenore now lives in the mountains of north carolina where she and
gordon share a love of art and design

Brothers and Sisters, by Marianne Farningham 2019-08-20
describes different kinds of sisters and brothers and how they relate to each other

Brothers and Sisters 1997
your brother or sister it might be said is your other self your grander sadder braver shrewder uglier
slenderer self a girl sneaks into her brothers rooms to go through their pockets while theyre out a man
boards a plane to go to his brothers funeral another mans brother comes home from jail a young woman
watches her sister embrace

Brothers & Sisters 1991
looking at the different relationships people have with their brothers and sisters and how to build on
these relationships and keep them strong

90 Brothers and Sisters 2013-11
a collection of poems in celebration of siblings

Sisters and Brothers 1992
explores various aspects of sibling relationships including how rivalry birth order and growing up affect
how siblings interact with each other

Brothers and Sisters 2009
offers insights and examples and sturdy practical proven tools for helping newly configured families
prepare accept react and mobilize to become a new and different family meeting the practical physical
and emotional needs of all its members these well prepared and supported families are the ones who
thrive



My Brother and Sister 2014-10-09
sibling relationships and rivalry are as old as recorded history this analysis explores that ambivalence
between siblings casts its shadow throughout people s lifetimes and affects their choices of mates
relationships with their own children and aversions to others

No Boys Allowed 2006

Brothers and Sisters 1996

Sisters, Brothers, and Others 1984

Brothers and Sisters in Adoption 2011-12-15

Brothers and Sisters 1999
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